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nyu press - publisher of academic books and electronic media publishing for general interest and in a wide variety of fields, fau catalog dorothy f schmidt college of arts and letters - link to college of arts and letters programs anthropology undergraduate courses link to graduate courses cultural difference in a globalized society ant 1471 3 credits writing across curriculum gordon rule, anthropology washington university in st louis - anthropology offers the opportunity to study human existence in the present and the past and to explore how and why humans vary in their behaviors cultures and biology, interdisciplinary studies university of washington - uw bothell interdisciplinary arts sci bothell interdisciplinary studies detailed course offerings time schedule are available for autumn quarter 2018 winter quarter 2019 bis 111 digital thinking 5 qsr introduces the fundamental concepts behind computing and computational thinking including logical reasoning problem solving data representation abstraction complexity management, calls for papers conferences taking place in october 2018 - secrecy and community in contemporary narrative in english university of granada spain 4 5 october 2018 deadline for proposals 1 may 2018 organized by the research project secrecy and community in contemporary narrative in english, module options goldsmiths university of london - goldsmiths university of london is in south east london we offer undergraduate and postgraduate degrees as well as teacher training pgce study abroad and short courses, taylor francis product search - english labouring class poets 1700 1900 international perspectives on science culture and society the body gender and culture isc 2 press, master of liberal arts in gastronomy metropolitan - master of liberal arts in gastronomy established in collaboration with jacques p pin and julia child the master of liberal arts mla in gastronomy is a unique multidisciplinary program that encompasses the arts the humanities and the natural and social sciences, politics of piety the islamic revival and the feminist - politics of piety the islamic revival and the feminist subject saba mahmood on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers politics of piety is a groundbreaking analysis of muslim cultural politics through the ethnography of a thriving, sociological research online journal index - we have moved sociological research online sro is now published by the bsa and sage and as of august 2017 this site will no longer be active the journal homepage latest updates and all issues including issue 22 3 onwards are available on the sage journals platform if you are based outside of an academic institution please contact the editorial office for information on free access to, latin american studies washington university in st louis - latin american studies is a gateway to the region and its cultures politics and history the major in latin american studies las can be studied on its own providing knowledge about a region valuable for employers across different fields and industries, berghahn journals oxford new york independent - fabio parasecoli is a professor in the department of nutrition and food studies at new york university his research focuses on the intersections among food media and politics his most recent projects focus on food design and the synergies between food studies and design
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